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In a recent paper [3] Hall and I discussed the conditional convergence 
at infinity of certain integrals of the forms 
I 
iD cos px r*i 
f(x) + g(x) sin x 
dX and s 
sin px 
f(x) + g(x) sin x dx’ 
These arose out of Hall’s earlier paper [Z] in which integrals of the latter 
form, but with p = 1, were studied because of their relevance to the discrete 
eigenvalues of the Dirac Hamiltonian operator [ 11. 
One of the examples given in [3] is 
I 
z sin px 
logx+x-““sinx 
dx, 
where m is a positive integer. This integral is there shown to have the 
curious behaviour that it is convergent except if b is an odd integer and 
b-4 cm. 
This led Hall to make the conjecture that if x ‘lrn in the denominator 
were replaced by 1 the integral would be convergent for all real p except 
the odd integers. The basis of this was the formal limit process m -+ cc;. 
This process might however be expected to increase the delicacy of the 
question, because the perturbation term sin x does not then tend to zero as 
x + co. The theorem in [S] is inadequate for this “limit case.” 
The present paper provides answers to an enlarged version of Hall’s 
conjecture, incidentally proving the conjecture to be right. Typical of the 
integrals whose behaviour is determined is 
s CD sin px { log(bx + c) + sin x}” dx’ 
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where a and b are positive constants, and c and ,u are real constants. The 
behaviour depends critically on whether ,D is an integer or not, and if so on 
its parity. In some of the divergent cases the rate of divergence is deter- 
mined. A summary of results concludes the paper. 
LEMMA 1. If a > 0, b > 0, c is real, and m(x) and n(x) are bounded real 
.functions, then the infinite integrals 
I 
m m(x) 
s 
cc 
{log(bx+c)+n(x)}“dx and 
m(x) 
(log bx + n(x)}“dx 
converge on diverge together. The difference of the partial integrals is 
bounded, and if one diverges to + co, or - co, then so does the other. 
ProoJ: Suppose that c > 0. Writing M an N for the respective upper 
bounds of /m(x)1 and In(x and h for c/b, the two integrands differ by at 
most 
a{log(bx + c) -log bx) aM log( 1 + h/x) 
{log bx+n(x)}“+’ m(x) ’ {logbx-N}“+’ 
for x sufficiently large. The right side is asymptotic to aMh/x log”+’ x, 
which is integrable to infinity. This proves the lemma when c > 0; similarly 
when c < 0, though with trivial extra complications. 
LEMMA 2. Let a > 0, b > 0, n be a variable integer, 2n - 1 > e/rib, and 0 
be a real variable in [O, n]. v 
1,(0)=log{b(2nn+0)} +sin 0, (1) 
1 f,(e)=2 - 1 1 
1;(-8)+1;(+e)’ 
g,(e)=--- 
1:(-e) I;( +e)’ 
(2) 
then 
(i) l,,( & 0) andf,(0) are positive, and g,(B) is non-negative; 
(ii) f,,(0) and g,J 0) decrease as n increases, for fixed 0; 
(iii) f,(e) and g,(B) tend to zero uniformly on 0 < 0 < 71, as n + co. 
Proof (i) The results (i) follow from the inequalities 
1,,(+~)>1,(-t3)~log{b(2n-1)~}-1=log{b(2n-l)~/e}~0. (3) 
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(ii) For fixed 0 both of I,( + 0) are increasing sequences, by ( 1); thus 
f,,(0) is a decreasing sequence. So also is g,(6), because 
and the integrand here is a decreasing function of n, for fixed 4. 
(iii) By (3) 
1 1 
z~(+_8)~log”{6(2n-l)K/e}’ 
(5) 
and the stated uniform convergence to zero follows. 
LEMMA 3. Zf a > 0, b > 0, and p and q are non-negative integers, then 
I 
Cc cosp x sinY x 
(log bx + sin x)O 
dx 
is convergent ifp is odd, but divergent to (- l)“cc ifp is even. 
Proof. The behaviour of the integral is the same as that of the series 
x t,, where 
I 
(2n+ 1)x cosp x sin9 x 
t, = 
~2~ - I)~ (log bx + sin x)” 
dx 
l,(0) being still defined by (1). Let f,(0) and g,(8) also be defined as in (2). 
(i) Let p and q be even. For n > f (1 + e/rib), Lemma 2 gives that 
0-~1,(-0)~1,(+8)~1og{b(2n+1)rc]+1<1og(3nbne). (7) 
It follows from (6) that 
2 
s 
R cosp 8 sin9 8 d0 >, 
log”( 3nbne) 
cosp 8 sin9 8 de. 
0 
The last integral is positive since p is even; so by comparison with 
C l/log” n, C t, is divergent to + co. 
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(ii) Let p be even and q odd. By (l), 1,(d) increases in - $rc d q5 < $ 
for fixed n. So (4) and (7) give, for 0 d 8 < iz and n sufficiently large, 
2a sin e 2a sin 8 
=(::+10’log”+‘(3nbne)’ 
For n suficiently large this, with (6) and Lemma 2, gives 
II xl2 -t, = i g,(O) cosp 8 sinq 0 dtl> s gn(8) cosp 8 sin4 0 d6 0 0 
2a 
I 
42 
‘logQ+l (3nbne) o cosp 8 sin4 + ’ I3 de. 
The last integral is positive; so by comparison with C l/log”+ ‘n, C (-t,) 
is divergent to + co. 
(iii) Let p be odd and q be even. By (6), 
1, =s )xa cosp 0 sin4 8 d0 
s 
77/z = {f,(e) -f,(n - f?)> COST 0 sin4 0 de. o (8) 
1 1 
s 
h(~ - 8) 
-- 
“z;(e) z;tn-e8)= r,(e) ax 
--a--r dx 
+$q u,ww,(w 
=+$j 1% 
(2n+ i+e 
2nn+e 
2n+l 
d 
log” + ‘(;nbn,e ) log 2n ’ 
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using (3). Similarly 
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1 1 
06 --= 
z;(e-Tc) I;( -0) s 
L-0) 
ax -u- ’ dx 
MH- n) 
2nn-0 
=I,t1~~-n)Iog(2n-I)n+B 
2n 
6 
log” + ‘L;nhn/r ) log 2n - 1’ 
Thus 
If,(Q) -fn(n - @I 
1 1 
6 -- z;(e) zfjn- 6) 1 + I 
1 1 ~- 
1:(-o) ZZ(8-7r) 
log” + ‘~nbn/e) i log 
2n+ 1 
log 
2n 
d 
2n + 2n - 1 ) 
<log”t’ (;nhn,~)(~+~)<nloga~~~~*,~,’ (9) 
BY (8) and (91, 
ItA cn loga,!~nbnie) J:2 cosp 8 sin4 8 d0; (‘0) 
and so C t, is absolutely convergent by comparison with 2 l/n log” + ’ n. 
(iv) Let p and q be odd. By (6), like (8), 
-t,= 
s 
K g,JO) cosp 8 sin4 8 de 
0 
s 
74 
= { g,(O) - g,(n - 6)) cosp 8 sin4 8 d0. o 
As in (iii), (9) holds with f, replaced by g,, for O,< 8 < $7~; so (10) also 
holds, giving absolute convergence of C t,. 
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THEOREM 1. If m is a non-negative integer, a > 0, b > 0, 
cm(is)=/m cos mx 
(log bx + sin x)O 
dx 
and 
s,(Is)=~m sin mx 
(log bx +_ sin x)” 
dx, 
then C,( +s) are convergent if m is odd, and S,,,( &s) are convergent if m is 
even. 
Proof: (i) By de Moivre’s Theorem 
cos m6 = *co (- 1)’ (Jj c~s.~‘-~~ 8 sin2’ 0, 
In” 
sinmO= C (-1)’ 2rM+ l cosm-2r-1 Osin2r+’ 8, 
( ) 
(12) 
n=O 
where m’ = [m/2] and m” = [(m - 1)/2]. If m is odd, C,( +s) is a formal 
linear combination of integrals like those in Lemma 3, with p odd, by (11); 
these are all convergent by Lemma 3, hence C,( +s) is convergent. If m is 
even, S,( +s) is a formal linear combination of integrals like those in 
Lemma 3, with p odd, by (12); these are all convergent by Lemma 3, and 
so S,( +s) is convergent. 
(ii) For sufficiently large X, 
5 
x cos mx 
5 
X--n 
dx = cos rnz 
cos mx 
{logbx-sinx}” (logb(x+?r)+sinx}“dX’ 
By Lemma 1 this has the same behaviour, as X-t co, as C,( +s); thus 
C,( -s) is convergent if m is odd. This equation also holds with cos mx 
replaced by sin mx. So S,( -s) has the same behaviour as S,( +s); thus it 
is convergent if m is even. 
COROLLARY 1. If m is a non-negative integer, a > 0, b > 0, 
cos mx 
Cm(+c)=~m (logbx+cosx)” 
dx 
and 
sin mx 
sm( * ‘) = sa: (log bx + cos x)’ dx, 
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then S,( +c) are convergent whether m is odd or even. [See Corollaries 3 
and 4 for C,( 5 c).] 
Proof For large X, 
s 
X sin mx 
(log bx +_ cosx)’ 
dx 
1 
5 
X-f7I sin mx 
=cos-mm71 
2 {logb(x+$rc)isinx}“dx 
1 
s 
x-fn cos mx 
+ sin 2 m71 
(log b(x + fn) i sin x>” dx’ 
The behaviour of these integrals as X + cc is unaltered by omitting the $c 
from the denominators, by Lemma 1. If m is odd, only the latter integral 
on the right remains, and it converges by Theorem 1. If m is even, only the 
former integral remains, and it also converges by Theorem 1. 
Remarks. Confirmation of Corollary 1 is given by Hall’s I, [2, (4)], 
which is the case m = a = b = 1 of S,( + c). 
Divergence results for such integrals are not obtainable in the same way. 
For instance if m is even, (11) shows that C,( +s) is a formal linear 
combination of integrals like those in Lemma 3, with p and q both even, 
so each is divergent to + co; but the alternating signs in (11) prevent any 
conclusion being drawn from this. 
Divergence results are obtained, by different methods, in Theorems 3 and 
4 (below). But first we consider some integrals of the same kinds as in 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, but with m replacd by a non-integral real 
number. Some lemmas are needed. 
LEMMA 4. If0 < d < 1, a < 0, b < 0, f,(0) and g,(0) are defined us in (2), 
and h(0) is a non-negative boundedfunction on [0, rc J, independent of n, then 
the series 
1 e2nnii j: f,,(B)h(B) d8 and 2 eZnnii in g,(6)h(0) de 
n n 0 
are convergent. These series remain convergent zff,,(t?) and g,(Q) are replaced 
by fn(x - e) and g,(71- e). 
Proof. (i) The integrals exist, since j, and g, are continuous in [0, n] 
by (1) and (2). Also I;“( +0) are both decreasing functions of n for each 
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fixed 0; and by (5) they are uniformly convergent to zero, as n --f co, on 
[O, rc]. Since h(8) is non-negative, 
I R I,“( _+ 6) h(8) d0 0 
are decreasing functions of n; and by bounded convergence they tend to 
zero as n -+ co. By Dirichlet’s Test, then, 
are convergent series. Consequently their sum and difference 
are also convergent. By (2), these are two of the series in question. 
(ii) Convergence of the other two series in question may be proved 
simply by making the change of variable 8 = rr - 0’ in the integrals; the 
function h(n - 0’) is non-negative, bounded on [0, rc], and independent of 
n, so that the result of (i) applies to the changed series. 
LEMMA 5. If - 1 < 1~ 1, A # 0, a > 0, b > 0, and p and q are nonnegative 
integers, then the integral 
I 
co 
erAx (log bx i- sin x)” 
cosPxsinqx dx 
is convergent. 
Proof: Only the case 0 < A < 1 need be considered. The integral behaves 
in the same way as the series C t,, where 
R eia(2nn - B) 
=(-l)“Jo Ia(-8) cosPBsinYOdB 
n 
cosp sin4 e de 
= e2nnii n 
j( 
o &+(-l)U&)cospBsinqdD; (13) 
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here I, is defined as in (l), with 2n - 1 > ejnh. The functions fn and g,, 
defined in (2) will also be used in this proof. 
(i) Let p and q be even. By (13), 
f, = e2nnlr I *f,(e) cos if4 cosp 0 sinY 0 de 0 
x 
_ ~e2nnli 
I 
g,(B) sin A0 cosp 8 sinq t3 do. (14) 
0 
Lemma 4 shows that the series of the latter terms in (14) is convergent; but 
it does not apply to the series of the former terms, because cos 10 may be 
negative in (0, n) if A.> f. However, 
t, = e2nni.i 
s 
n'2 J,(d) cos 20 cosp 8 sin4 8 de 
0 
i 
al2 
+ e2nnii cos Rx o f,(n-0) cos 10 cosp 0 sin4 8 d0 
-t eznaii sin ix 
s 42 
f,(n - 8) sin M co9 0 sinY 0 dd o 
5 
R _ ie2nnli g,(G) sin ;18 cosp 0 sin4 0 d0 
0 
is obtained by splitting the former integral in (14) into integrals over 
(0, $c) and ($71, n), changing the variable by 8 = 7t - 0’ in the latter of 
these, and expanding cos A(x - 0’). Taking suitable functions h(B) which 
vanish in (fz, z), Lemma 4 shows that each of the series of the first three 
terms is convergent. Thus C t, is a formal linear combination of four con- 
vergent series, and so it is itself convergent. 
(ii) Let p be even and q odd. By (13), 
t, = _ e2nxli 
I n g,,(O) cos 1% cosp 6’ sin“ 0 dtl 0 
+ ie2nxi.i 
I 
: fn( 0) sin A0 cosp 8 sin4 19 de. (15) 
Thus -1, is equal to (14) with f, and g, interchanged; so C (-2,) is 
convergent as in (i). 
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(iii) Let p be odd and q even. By (13), (14) again holds; but 
Lemma 4 does not apply to either line, because cos M and cosp 8 may be 
negative. Splitting both integrals as in (i), 
t, = e2nnli 
f 
nJ2 f,(8)cos McosP8 sinYe de 
0 
-e 2nnii~~~ ila $2fn(n-e) cos PlcosP6 sinq 0 dtl 
s 
- e2nnai sin ;1~ 
s 
ni.2 
f,(n - 0) sin 29 cosp 8 sin4 8 d6 o 
_ ie2117tli 
s 
42 
g,(8) sin 26 cosp 8 sin4 0 d0 
0 
+ ieZnnii sin In 
5 
4 
g,(n - 8) cos A 8 COST 8 sin4 8 d8 
0 
- ieZnxAi cos kc 
f 
42 
g,(n - 6) sin ;10 cosp 8 sinq 8 de. (16) 
0 
Thus C t, is a formal linear combination of six series (or twelve real series) 
each of which is convergent by Lemma 4; therefore C t, is convergent. 
(iv) Let p and q be odd. By (13), (15) again holds; and further -t, 
is given by (16) with fn and g, interchanged. As in (iii) it follows that 
C ( -t,) is convergent. 
THEOREM 2. If ,a is real but not an integer, a > 0 and b > 0, then the four 
integrals 
and 
S,(fs)=[m 
are convergent. 
cos /Lx 
(log bx + sin x)” 
dx 
sin px 
(log bx & sin x)” 
dx 
Proof: We may suppose that ,u > 0. Let m be the even integer nearest to 
p, so that m 2 0; and let A = ,u -m, so that 1# 0 and - 1 c I < 1. 
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C,( +s) = ja cos Ax (log :yn x)o dx 
s 
m sin mx - sin Ax 
(log 6x + sin x)” 
dx, 
and the integrals on the right are linear combinations, by (11) and (12), of 
integrals of the forms of the real and imaginary part integrals of Lemma 5. 
Thus C,( +s) is convergent; and similarly so is S,( +s). 
(ii) Formally 
cos p7T cos px 
“(-s)=Sm (logb(x+n)+sinx}” 
dx 
cc sin ~~71 sin px - 
s {log 6(x + z) + sin x)” dx’ 
The integrals on the right are convergent because by Lemma 1 they have 
the same behaviour as the integrals in (i). Thus C,( -s) is convergent; and 
similarly so is S,( -s). 
COROLLARY 2. If p is real but not an integer, a > 0 and 6 > 0, then 
cos px 
cp(+c)=sm (logbx_+cosx)” 
dx 
and 
sin ~L?C 
(log bx a cos x)” 
dx 
are convergent. 
ProoJ This is like the proof of Corollary 1, with m replaced by p. 
LEMMA 6. If a and b are positive constants, m is a constant positive 
integer, n and r are variable positive integers, and (unlike (1)) 
l,(0) = log(b(mc/m + 0)) + sin((2n - 4)n/2m + B), (17) 
then for all sufficiently large n 
L~+r(B)=2~J(;a)sinq~~g~+~;~+e)+O(log.+’l+22nbn) 
q=o 
uniform/y with respect to r E { 1, 2, . . . . 2m) and 8 E [ -n/2m, n/2m]. 
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Proof Let P and 0 be as stated. By (17)! 
1 2mn + .( 0) = log b(2nn + m/m + 6) -t sin ((2.+2~+e) 
= log 2mrb + sin ((2+/2m+O)+l0g(l+“~~~). (18) 
Since 7cf2m < w/m + tI < 5x/2, the last term is in (0, 5/4n). Writing c for the 
positive constant 2xb, and 8, for the term ((2r- 1/2)42m) + 8, and 
supposing that n>max(e’/c, 1/c2, e2, e2u/c} 
5/2n 5/2n 5 52 =-<-<- 
=logn+logc<(1/2)logn nlogn 2e2 5’ 
By (18), then, 
where 
x (1 +0(1fnlognj), (19) 
lRI = i,=z+, (;a)(~)‘l Gqzg+2 I( ia)i (loglcny. t20) 
Now temporarily write h for 2m + 2 and k for log cn. Since n > e2/c, 
k > 2; and since n > e2’/c, k > 2a. By (20), 
I4 c 
a(a+l)...(a+h-1) 1 
h! p;” 
If a < 1 the series in (21) has sum at most 
1 1 1 
1+i+2+ ... =1-l,k<2. 
(21) 
(22) 
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If a > 1 the series in (21) has sum less than 
a+uhl a+uha+a+uh 1 
1+- - 
l+h i+ l+h 2+h p+ *.. 
2 
=1+;+;+ . . . zz 1 ___ < 2. 
1 - aik (23) 
Whatever the value of a, (21), (22), and (23) give 
IRI d 
u(u+ 1)...(a+h-1) 2 
h! ii”‘o(log’ml+*cn). 
By (19), then, for n > max(e*/c, l/c’, e2, e*“/c}, 
giving the stated result, since the last remainder can be absorbed into the 
other. All O’s in this proof have been shown to be uniform with respect to 
Y and 8 except the last one; and its uniformity follows from that of the 0 
in (19) by observing that 
/(logcn)-“~~~ (,“)($g+R)I 
2m+l 
a I( --a 11 1 !i 2z2 11 2 
cT?)“+~ 
+ 
y=o q (log (logcn)“+*“+*’ 
the right side of which is independent of r and 8. 
LEMMA 7. If m and q are positive integers then 
2nr 
T;I sitP((2r - $)x/2m + e) 
is independent of 8 for all odd q, its values being zero. For even q iv 
0 < q < 2m it is still independent of 8, with the values 
while for q = 2m its value is 
2m 2m 
Zm 
i( > 2 m 
+(-1)“2sin2me 
I 
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ProoJ: Write 4 for 8 - r@n. Then 
.El (2isin(rn/m+qj)}Y= F (ei(mlm+O_e-i(mlm+)))q 
r=l 
= sco ( - 1)” (z) & - 2sM .$, ei(4- 2shh. (24) 
(i) Suppose that q is odd. The inner sum in (24) is a geometric 
series whose common ratio is not 1 since (q- 2s)/m cannot be an even 
integer. So its value is, for each s, 
1 
- 2n _ 
ei(qp2"'K/m &(q 
2s). 
(+I 2s) n/m = 0. - _ (25) 
Thus the double sum (24) is zero, for all C$ and all odd q. 
(ii) Suppose that q is even and 0 < q < 2m. The common ratio of the 
inner sum in (24) is 1 only if q - 2s = 0, because (q - 2s)n/m is confined to 
values between +qn/m inclusive, and therefore to values strictly between 
+ 27~. So the inner sum is zero as in (25), except ifs = (1/2)q when it is 2m. 
If s = (1/2)q the double sum is 
2m( - 1)(“2)q (li)q 
( ) 
; 
this gives the stated result for even q in 0 <q < 2m on dividing by (2~)~. 
(iii) Suppose now that q = 2m. The common ratio of the inner sum 
in (24) is e2W+s)/m, which is 1 if and only if s = 0 or m or 2m. For the 
other values of s involved the inner sum is zero as in (25), so the double 
sum (24) is 
2m e2m6i+(-l)m 
1 
(:)+ev2m*). 
Thus 
2m 2m 2cos 2m# 2m 
C sin2”(r7r/m++)=p 
r=l i (-1)” + m ( >I ’ 
which gives the stated sum. 
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THEOREM 3. Zf m is a positive integer, a > 0 and h > 0, then 
1 
a? cos 2mx 
(log bx + sin x)’ 
d.x 
diuerges to (-1)” 00: and as X-r co 
5 
x cos 2mx 
(logbx+ sin x)~ 
dx,(-l)” --a 
2’” 2m ( 11 
x 
log”+bx{l++k)idx~ 
Proof (i) By Lemma 1 it is enough to prove these results for 
I 
x - n/4m cos 2mx 
jlogh(x+n/4m)+sinx~“dx7 
’ = I (log by +sZrn~~ n/4m))a dY’ 
For this consider C u,, where, for sufficiently large integers n, 
I 
(n + 1/2)7I/m sin 2my 
24, = 
(n- 1/2)n/m {log by + sin( y - n/4m)}” dy 
I 
n/2m sin 2me =- 
0 (logh(nn/m-H)+sin((2n-1/2)n/2m-8)}”de 
(26) 
I 
n/2m sin 2m8 
+ 
0 {logb(nz/m+tI)+sin((2n- 1/2)rr/2m+e))“de 
= 
j n/2m 
___ - ___ sin 2me de, 
0 ( 1 1 1 l:(+e) 1:(-e) 
where l,(e) is defined as at (17) in Lemma 6 (not as in Lemmas 2-5). 
Now grouping the terms of C u,, with 2m successive terms in each 
group, it is enough to prove a corresponding result for the series x v,,, 
where, for sufftciently large integers n, 
J^ 
mlcn + 1) + 1/2)s/m 
v, = 
sin 2my 
{10ghy+sin()--7r/4m)j”dL’ (27) (2mn + 1/2)n/m 
= g *2mn+, 
2m n/2m 
= 
cj ( 
1 1 
r=l 0 I;,, .+r( + e) - l;,, + ,( -e) > sin 2me de 
s 
nl2m 
= L,(e) sin 2me de, 
0 
(28 1 
312 
and 
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L(e)= ‘c” p+;(+(j)-l” 
( 
l 
r=l 2m”+r(-d) 
). 
(ii) By Lemma 6, putting c = 2zb again, 
L,(8)= F 2~‘(~a),oga~qcn{sinq((2r-f)7r/2m+e) 
r=l q=o 
-~in9((2r-~).12m-9)}+o(,o,~+~~+2,,) 
2m+l 
= 
c (,a)log’lqcn~~~,Sin’((~r-~)ni2m+~) 
q=l 
-rEl s~~~((2~-~)@~-~)}+O(,ogy+~m+2cn) 
-a (-1)” ( ) Fsin2mB+O = 2m log”+ 2m cn 22” ( 1 1% a+2m+2 ) cn ’ (29) 
The step just taken rests on Lemma 7, all terms in the q-summation vanish- 
ing except the one with q = 2m. Since 0 is uniform with respect to 0 in 
[ -z/2m, n/2m] by Lemma 6, it now follows from (26), (27), (28), and 
(29) that, for sufficiently large positive integers N, 
C-1)” j  
2Nn + 42m cos 2mx 
{logb(x+x/4m)+sinx}adX 
=(-1)” c u, 
fl<N 
= ( - 1 )m .TN jboff’2m L,(e) sin 2me de 
=~(Z)~N{log”i12m~n~~sin22mede 
( 1 -to log o+Zm+2 cn )I 
27~ -a 
=pz zrn 
( > JN log” jZrn cn 
{l+O(&)]. (30) 
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This tends to infinity with N, proving the stated divergence of the original 
integral to ( - 1)” co. 
(iii) For positive integers n and positive real k, 
nil k 
< s n h3 
,+,cn(logcx-logcn)dx 
whence 
dx< 1 
k 
.,Nnlogk+‘cn 
=0(l) 
as N -+ co. Replacing k by a + 2m and by a + 2m + 2 this gives, with (30), 
that as X+ co 
w jx cos 2mx 
{logh(x+~/4m)+sinx}“dx 
27~ -a 
( Iii 
X/2x 1 =- 
22” 2m hi? 
a+2m cxdx+o(l) 
+O(jx~2~,og~+~~+2CI.d~j~ 
1 -a x 
=jiG zrn 
( )j Iogal’mbx{l ++&)]dx, 
The stated result folows from this and Lemma 1. 
COROLLARY 3. If m is a positive integer, a > 0 and b > 0, then 
c*,(+s)= m i cos 2mx (log bx + sin x)O dx 
diverge to ( - 1)” 00, and 
C*,(+c)=j” cos 2mx (log bx _+ cos x)O dx 
diverge to + co. 
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ProoJ: This is like those of Corollaries 1 and 2, using substitutions 
x=x’ + rc and x=x’ + 3~ in the first result of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. If m is a positive integer, a > 0 and b > 0, then 
J 00 sin(2m + 1)x (log bx + sin x)” dx 
diverges to (-l)“+‘co; and as X-+ co 
J X sin(2m + 1)x (log bx + sin x)” dx 
(-1)” -a X 1 
=22m+l zrn+l 
( )J 1% 
a+*m+~bx{~+q&)}d~. 
Proof Integration by parts shows that as X-r co the integral on the left 
is equal to 
a J 
x cos(2m + 1)x -- 
2m+l 
(L+cosx)dx+O(l) 
(logbx+sinx)“+’ x 
a J x cos 2mx + cos( 2m + 2)x =- 2(2m + 1) (log bx + sin x)~‘+ 1 dx+ O(1) 
using Theorem 3 with a replaced by a + 1, and m replaced by both m and 
m + 1. This gives the stated conclusions. 
Remark. The case m = 0, which is excluded from Theorem 4, has been 
covered in Lemma 3. The case p = 0 and q = 1 of that lemma shows that 
the integral in Theorem 4 is divergent to -co, which proves the first con- 
clusion of that theorem to be also true when m =O. The case m = 0 and 
a = 1 of this result is already known to be divergent, from Hall [2, 
Theorem 11. 
COROLLARY 4. Zf m is a positive integer, a > 0 and b > 0, then 
S,+,(fs)=J m sin(2m + 1 )x (log bx + sin x)O dx 
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diverge to f ( - 1)” CO, respectively, and 
L.2,n+I(lf:C)=j m cos(2m + 1)x (log bx +_ cos x)” dx 
diverge to T co, respectively. 
Proof: This is like that of Corollary 3. 
SUMMARY 
Let ~1, a and b be real positive, and let 
cos px 
“(+s)=jm (logbx+_sinx)” 
dx, 
s,,w=ja sin hx (log bx +_ sin x)~ dx, 
CA kc) =jv (log ;;ycIs x)” 4
These eight integrals all converge if p is not an integer (Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 2). 
If p is a positive integer m, they behave as follows. 
C,( +s) converge if m is odd, and diverge to ( - 1 )‘1’2~m~ if m is even 
(Theorem 1 and Corollary 3). 
S,( +s) converge if m is even, and diverge to T ( - 1 )(‘12)(m - ‘) co if m 
is odd (Theorem 1 and Corollary 4). 
C,( 5~) diverge to + CO if m is even, and to T 00 if m is odd 
(Corollaries 3 and 4). 
S,( + c) converge in all cases (Corollary 1). 
Replacing log bx by log(bx + c), for any real c, does not alter these 
conclusions, by Lemma 1. 
E. R. LOVE 
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